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A precise moment of inertia measurement for PSR J0737−3039A in the double pulsar system is
expected within the next five years. We present here a new method of mapping the anticipated
measurement of the moment of inertia directly into the neutron star structure. We determine the
maximum and minimum values possible for the moment of inertia of a neutron star of a given radius
based on physical stability arguments, assuming knowledge of the equation of state only at densities
below the nuclear saturation density. If the equation of state is trusted up to the nuclear saturation
density, we find that a measurement of the moment of inertia will place absolute bounds on the
radius of PSR J0737−3039A to within ±1 km. The resulting combination of moment of inertia,
mass, and radius measurements for a single source will allow for new, stringent constraints on the
dense-matter equation of state.
With the discovery and continued observations of the
double pulsar system, PSR J0737−3039 [1], a neutron
star moment of inertia measurement has become immi-
nent. The moment of inertia for Pulsar A in this system
can be measured from the periastron advance of the bi-
nary orbit, ω˙, due to relativistic spin-orbit coupling, in
conjunction with the measurement of the decay of the or-
bital period, P˙b [2]. Such a measurement is expected with
up to 10% accuracy within the next five years [1, 3, 4].
The moment of inertia, which is a higher moment of the
mass profile within the neutron star, provides a strong
handle on the dense-matter equation of state (EoS). In-
deed, the connection between the moment of inertia and
the EoS has previously been explored. For example, Mor-
rison et al. [5] calculated the moment of inertia for Pul-
sar A for three classes of EoS and showed that a moment
of inertia measurement would let us distinguish between
the three classes. Bejger et al. [6] expanded on this work
and further explored the relation between the type of
EoS and the resulting moment of inertia. However, both
these works rely on individual equations of state at high
densities and are limited by the fact that current calcu-
lations might be sampling only a restricted range of the
physical possibilities.
The behavior of matter at high densities, such as those
expected in a neutron star, is poorly understood. Around
the nuclear saturation density, ρsat ' 2.7× 1014 g cm−3,
it is possible to formulate the interactions by using an
expansion in terms of few-body potentials. These po-
tentials are then constrained by low density laboratory
experiments, such as those using nucleon-nucleon scat-
tering and the properties of light nuclei [7, 8]. Other ex-
perimental constraints that provide useful input at these
densities include the neutron skin thickness of heavy nu-
clei [9], giant dipole resonances [10–12], and heavy ion
collisions [13]. All these can be used to constrain the
density-dependence of the isospin symmetry energy and,
in turn, the EoS at low-densities. However, for ρ > ρsat,
experimental data become sparse and the forces between
particles can no longer be expanded in terms of static,
few-body potentials. Moreover, quark degrees of freedom
may become excited, and pion [14] or kaon condensates
[15] may form.
Neutron star studies and, in particular, measurements
of their moments of inertia, more directly constrain the
stellar structure and the dense matter EoS than low-
energy laboratory experiments. In this letter, we show
how a moment of inertia measurement, IA, for Pulsar A
of the double pulsar system maps directly into the neu-
tron star structure. There are two ways to accomplish
this. The first is to assume an EoS throughout the star
and solve for the resulting stellar structure. However, as
we will demonstrate, the currently proposed EoS already
show a spread in their predictions of the moment of iner-
tia for a given stellar radius and it is unclear, given the
limited range of physics explored by the current sample
of EoS, whether this spread covers the entire range of
possibilities. It is therefore unclear what degree of un-
certainty would be associated with a neutron star radius,
given a moment of inertia measurement.
In order to address this uncertainty, we follow here a
second approach that maps the moment of inertia mea-
surements to neutron star structure in a more robust
way. We employ a method that assumes an EoS only
up to the nuclear saturation density and then configures
the remaining mass to either maximize or minimize the
moment of inertia. This method is independent of as-
sumptions of the behavior of matter at densities above
the nuclear saturation density and, thus, provides the
most model-independent constraints on the neutron star
structure. We show how even a weak upper bound on IA
places an upper limit on the radius of Pulsar A, which
will ultimately provide more stringent constraints on the
EoS. Once a more precise measurement of IA is made,
we show that we will be able to constrain the radius to
within ±1 km.
Neutron star moments of inertia. We start by show-
ing the widely varying moments of inertia and radii that
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2are predicted for a given neutron star mass, if different
EoS are assumed throughout the star. To calculate the
moment of inertia predicted by an EoS, we numerically
integrate the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equa-
tions for stellar structure simultaneously with a relativis-
tic version of the differential equation for the moment of
inertia [16].
The TOV equations determine the pressure, P , and
the enclosed mass, M , of the star as a function of radius,
such that
dP
dr
= −G (ρ+ P/c
2)(M + 4pir3P/c2)
r2 − 2GMrc2
(1)
and
dM
dr
= 4pir2ρ, (2)
where ρ is the energy density at an interior radius, r, and
dν
dr
=
2G
c2
M + 4pir3P/c2
r2(1− 2GMrc2 )
, (3)
where e−ν is the gtt component of the metric for a slowly
rotating star. The spin frequency of Pulsar A is 44
Hz, so any rotational deformations of the star will in-
deed be small. Equation (3) has the boundary condition
ν(RNS) = ln
(
1− 2GMNS/RNSc2
)
, where MNS and RNS
are the mass and radius of the whole star.
The additional differential equations for the moment
of inertia are
dI
dr
=
8pi
3
(
ρ+
P
c2
)
fjr4
1− 2GMrc2
, (4)
and
d
dr
(
r4j
df
dr
)
+ 4r3
dj
dr
f = 0, (5)
where f(r) ≡ 1 − ω(r)Ω , j ≡ e−ν/2
(
1− 2GMrc2
)1/2
, ω(r)
is the rotational frequency of the local inertial frame at
radius r, and Ω is the spin frequency of the star. Equa-
tion (5) is a second-order partial differential equation
with the two boundary conditions[
df
dr
]
r=0
= 0 (6)
and
f(r = RNS) = 1− 2 I
R3NS
. (7)
To solve these coupled equations, we integrate Eqs. (4)
and (5) outwards from the center of the star, using Eq. (6)
as one boundary condition, and iterate it to find the value
of f0 for which Eq. (7) is valid.
The final component necessary to integrate these equa-
tions is a relation showing how the density depends on
the pressure; that is to say, we need some knowledge
of the neutron star equation of state. We first com-
piled a large number of EoS incorporating a variety of
different physics and calculation methods, as in Refs.
[17, 18]. They include purely nucleonic equations of
state, such as: relativistic (BPAL12, ENG, and MPA1)
and nonrelativistic (BBB2) Brueckner-Hartree-Fock EoS;
variational-method EoS (e.g. FPS and WFF1-3); and a
potential-method EoS (SLY). Our sampling also includes
models which incorporate hyperons, pion and kaon con-
densates, and quarks, including, for example: a neutron-
only EoS with pion condensate (PS); relativistic mean-
field theory EoS with hyperons (GNH3 and H1-3); and
an effective-potential EoS with hyperons (BGN1H1).
For each EoS in our list, a given central density results
in a unique mass and radius, as well as a moment of
inertia. From these results, we choose the central density
so that MNS = 1.338M, i.e., the mass of Pulsar A. The
corresponding radius and moment of inertia for each EoS
are shown in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. Radii and moments of inertia predicted by 41 dif-
ferent equations of state for a neutron star of mass MA =
1.338M. The red shaded region is the approximate range of
moments of inertia by Lattimer and Schutz [4] for EoS that do
not show extreme softening at supranuclear densities. Even
though their approximation follows the general trend, it does
not span the entire range of radii that correspond to a given
value of the moment of inertia.
The moments of inertia in Fig. 1 vary by more than a
factor of ∼3 and correspond to radii that vary by nearly
10 km. Figure 1 also shows the empirical relation for
moments of inertia,
I ' (0.237±0.008)MR2
[
1 + 4.2
Mkm
MR
+ 90
(
Mkm
MR
)4]
,
(8)
3obtained in Ref. [4] by fitting to a sample of EoS which do
not show significant softening at supranuclear densities
and which are not self-bound. In principle, this fit could
provide tight constraints on R given a measurement of
the moment of inertia. However, the range of neutron
star radii that correspond to a given value of the moment
of inertia is limited by the sample selection of EoS; it
remains possible that the true neutron star EoS has not
yet been formulated and is not within the uncertainties
in this fit.
Absolute bounds on the moment of inertia. As shown
in Fig. 1, the various EoS differ by a large degree in
their predictions for the moment of inertia and the corre-
sponding radius. We present here a less model-dependent
method of determining the neutron star structure from a
future moment of inertia measurement. It is well known
that the various EoS agree well up to ρ ∼ ρsat, in the
regime where there is experimental data to constrain the
models. Our goal is to determine the bounds that can
be placed on the moment of inertia without assuming
further knowledge of any EoS.
To accomplish this, we followed the formalism of Sab-
badini and Hartle [19]. We assumed an EoS only in the
outer layer of the star, at densities below some fiducial
density, ρ0. Interior to ρ0, we assumed one of two con-
figurations to either maximize or minimize the resulting
moment of inertia.
The configuration that maximizes the moment of iner-
tia is the one that places as much mass as possible away
from the center the star while still maintaining physical
stability (see Fig. 2). This corresponds to a constant
density core of mass Mc and radius Rc, such that
ρc =
Mc
4piR3c/3
≥ ρ0. (9)
For r < Rc, we keep the density constant, but still vary
M and P according to the TOV equations to maintain
hydrostatic equilibrium. Having determined the struc-
ture of the neutron star in this way, we then determined
the moment of inertia, as described above.
We repeated this calculation starting from different
stellar radii, RNS, but keeping the mass constant to
MNS = 1.338M. For each radius, we determined
whether the resulting core is stable using the condition
4pi
3
R3cρc ≤Mc ≤
2
9
Rc
[
1− 6piR2cPc + (1 + 6piR2cPc)1/2
]
,
(10)
(see [20]) which requires that the matter inside the core
be a perfect fluid at all densities and that it can be de-
scribed by a one-parameter EoS; that the energy density,
ρ, is non-negative; and that both the pressure, P , and its
derivative with respect to ρ, dP/dρ, are non-negative.
The minimum moment of inertia configuration, on the
other hand, concentrates as much mass as close to the
center of the star without causing the star to collapse.
This corresponds to two constant density cores, with ρc
= ρ0 and ρinner ≥ ρc (see Fig. 2). The inner core radius,
Rinner, was determined by iteratively solving for the ra-
dius which maximizes the mass at the center of the star
while still maintaining stability according to Eq. (10).
As discussed in Ref. [19], this configuration technically
requires infinite pressure at the center of the star. We
assumed the pressure to be constant but finite for a small,
innermost core in order to avoid numerical issues due to
the infinity, and calculated the moment of inertia for the
resulting stellar structure.
ρ < ρ0 
  
ρc ≥ ρ0 
ρinner > ρ0 
RNS 
Rc 
Rinner 
FIG. 2. Stellar configuration for the extremes of the moment
of inertia. The outermost envelope is the region where we
assume a low-density EoS. The maximum moment of inertia
configuration does not have the region denoted by ρinner. The
minimum moment of inertia configuration requires ρc = ρ0.
To be even more conservative, we calculated maximum
and minimum moments of inertia for two cases: trusting
the various EoS up to ρ0 = ρsat and trusting the EoS
up to ρ0 = 0.5ρsat. We first chose AP4 (a version of the
APR equation of state) to use as a representative EoS
for the integration up to ρ = ρ0, as AP4 was constructed
to fit low-density data [7]. We show the resulting bounds
on IA in Fig. 3.
We then varied this assumption and used other EoS
for the low-density portion of the integration, the results
of which are shown in Fig. 4. We also show in this figure
an example moment of inertia measurements with 10%
accuracy. We show that even for the extreme configura-
tions that are obtained for the maximum and minimum
IA, we constrain the radius to within ±1 km. This con-
straint can become even tighter if additional considera-
tions about the neutron star structure are incorporated.
For example, the observation of a 2 M neutron star al-
ready places a fairly EoS-independent lower limit on the
radius by excluding radii less than 8.3 km [21].
Figure 4 shows that these bounds depend very weakly
on the low-density EoS; i.e., assuming different EoS pro-
duces roughly the same bounds on the radius of Pulsar
4FIG. 3. Extreme bounds on the moment of inertia of Pulsar
A as a function of its radius. The blue curve assumes the EoS,
AP4, up to ρ0 = ρsat, while the red curve assumes AP4 up to
ρ0 = 0.5 ρns. Interior to ρ0, one of two constant-density con-
figurations was assumed, corresponding to whether we were
maximizing or minimizing the moment of inertia.
FIG. 4. Extreme bounds on the moment of inertia of Pulsar
A, using different EoS for the integration up to ρ0 = ρsat. The
shaded region represents a sample measurment of the moment
of inertia to 10% accuracy, which will lead to absolute bounds
on the radius of approximately ±1 km.
A, given a measurement of IA. This is expected since
all EoS agree fairly well with each other up to ρ ∼ ρsat.
Therefore, a moment of inertia measurement of a pulsar
of known mass will directly lead to a model-independent
measurement of its radius. This is important for a di-
rect comparison of a moment of inertia measurement to
other astrophysical measurements of neutron star radii
such as those from spectroscopic methods [22], without
requiring any assumptions about the EoS. It will also
potentially allow measurements of neutron star radii at
different masses.
As in the case of neutron star radii, the measurement
of the moment of inertia will directly lead to quanti-
tative constraints on the ultradense matter equation of
state [18, 23–25]. As an example, a measurement of
the moment of inertia with 10% uncertainty can be di-
rectly translated into constraints on the magnitude S
and the slope L of the symmetry energy at nuclear sat-
uration density. Quantitatively, for a measurement of
I = 1.3 × 1045 g cm2 for Pulsar A with a 10% uncer-
tainty, the framework presented in this paper will lead
to a radius inference with a similar level of uncertainty.
This leads to a measurement of the pressure at nuclear
saturation density of Psat ∼ 2.6 MeV fm−3, with only
somewhat larger uncertainty, as well as of the symmetry
energy parameter L ∼ 3Psat/ρsat ' 48± 10 MeV.
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